Crater Lake National Park

By Stephen R. Mark

As a focal point in the Cascade Range for almost a half million visitors each year, Crater Lake National Park is a place where beauty arose from cataclysmic events. Over seven millennia ago, the eruption and collapse of Mount Mazama generated such quantities of ash that it formed a distinct layer over several thousand square miles. The ash signifies North America's largest volcanic event of the Holocene epoch (10,000 years ago to present) and constitutes what is likely the most recognizable "time marker" in the stratigraphy of the Pacific Northwest.

Crater Lake is clear to a depth of 40 meters (about 130 feet), making it one of the world's clearest lakes. It is essentially a closed basin, with no visible inlets or outlets. The collapsed caldera left by Mount Mazama is roughly 6 by 9 km (3.7 by 5.5 miles), but what sets Crater Lake apart from every other lake in the United States is its depth. At 594 meters (about 1,949 feet), it is the second deepest lake in North America.

Crater Lake National Park exceeds the entire Oregon state park system in size by some 30,000 hectares (about 74,130 acres). Most people, however, visit only that tiny portion of the park that gives them a view of the blue waters. Even then, most visitors rarely linger for long. There are some people, however, who have long-standing ties to this place. For centuries, The Klamath and Modoc people, the Yahooskin Band of Paiute Indians, and the Cow Creek Band of Umpqua Indians have known what is today Crater Lake National Park. They now come to the park for ritual purposes and to visit traditional sites.

Congress designated Crater Lake National Park in 1902, with an original core of 60,400 hectares (about 149,250 acres); it is now 73,290 hectares (about 181,100 acres). The park was in the shape of a rectangle, which geologist J.S. Diller thought best encompassed landscape features associated with the climactic eruption of Mount Mazama. The name Mazama is borrowed from the Mountaineers, an organization started by William Gladstone Steel, who persistently campaigned for the establishment of the park.

Even though the park is emblematic of Oregon, there are years when there are more visitors from California than from Oregon. Annual visitation remains, as it has since the 1970s, at about a half million. This is partly the result of the park's distance from large urban areas. In addition, North Americans have taken shorter vacations during the past three decades, and the park has a somewhat limited appeal to foreign travelers, who make up only three percent of the total.

As part of the national park system, Crater Lake is probably most akin to Lassen Volcanic National Park in California. Both parks have a strong local and regional draw. Both are also examples of collapsed calderas (Mount Tehama at Lassen, much like the Yellowstone caldera, is geologically older and larger than the one left by Mount Mazama), though more recent work by the U.S. Geological Survey points to Crater Lake as a model for understanding how these features evolve.

Much as they did at Lassen and Yellowstone national parks, National Park Service designers created facilities at Crater Lake that are seemingly subordinate to the park setting. They evoked the character of the place through masonry of local stone and wood-frame construction that seems to grow from the ground. More subtle is the naturalistic landscaping intended to improve the larger scene by supplying a foreground of native plants and stone features as part of those places set aside for viewing the lake and surrounding peaks. Rim Village and Park Headquarters typify this type of development, which draws from a tradition that is traceable to ancient Greece and Rome but is more evident in private European estates during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The heyday of this design in national parks came in the 1930s, yet "rustic architecture" is still part of the cultural tradition evident at Crater Lake.

Another tradition, one still alive at Crater Lake, gives the landscape associative value rather than scenic or educational interest. In an associative landscape, physical features suggest stories containing morals that reinforce group norms and identity. Activities such as logging and mining have been curtailed, and there are still opportunities for continued ritual use in places that are isolated from most people. With tourists concentrated in only a few developed areas, most of the
park remains decidedly empty. In this respect, Crater Lake National Park continues to be a success.
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